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takes the second 
in Ironman 70.3 Oceanside

Colnago Cycling Festival is over. 
See you next year!
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Kristoff on the podium of Tour of Flanders
Alexander Kristoff, winner seven days ago in Gent-Wevelgem, also finds a place on the podium in the Tour of Flanders, crossing 
the finish line in Oudenaarde in 3rd position. The Norwegian of UAE Team Emirates, already the 2015 Flanders winner, showed 
his qualities, experience energy conservation and interpretation of the race. In the chase group of 15, with all the big favourites, 
he sprinted to the front for third.

Alberto Bettiol (Ef Education First), who made an attack in the third 
and last passage on the Oude Kwaremont (-18 km), won and Ka-
sper Asgreen (Deceuninck-Quick Step), anticipate the main group in 
view of the last kilometre. Bettiol won with an advantage of 14 “on 
Asgreen and 17” on Kristoff (photo Bettini, Kristoff and the winner). 
Bystrøm and Gaviria rode in the leading group up until the final 20km 
(38th for the Norwegian, 78th for the Colombian). Jasper Philipsen 
crashed mid-race but managed to continue but could not finish.

Kristoff: “It could seem that the race was very tactical but, as far as 
I’m concerned, it was a race that was always run on the limit. I came 
to the foot of the Oude Kwaremont and Paterberg for the last time 
with very tired legs and I was a bit surprised to see that I was able to 
stay with the main group, there I realised that they were all very tired. 
The situation worked better than I could have imagined and I tried to 
take advantage of it. The result makes me happy, I have a good sha-
pe, I have high morale after these races, I can count on a team that 
is racing well and I hope that these conditions will recur in a week in 
Paris-Roubaix“.
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Rudy Von Berg takes the second 
in Ironman 70.3 Oceanside
First race of the season and first podium for the Ironman 70.3 Nice winner and Europe-
an champ. Rudy said: “fastest bike split of the day and good enough for 2nd today in 
IM 70.3 Oceanside in an epic battle with Ben Kanute! Definitely happy with how things 
went overall, but things will still improve throughout the season. After losing about 
50sec to the few top swimmers, I rode my way to the top spot in T2 along with Ben. 
We started the run more or less together but he was just a tad faster. His lead went up 
to 45sec after 9-10miles, and I grit my teeth at that point to try and catch him. I pushed 
hard but my legs were a little toast so it was all in the head. I crossed the finish line 
12sec behind Ben... Good job to him on another strong race and to everyone out there 
racing as well as the volunteers who did a very solid job all day. Next up for me St An-
thony’s and St George!”.
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Colnago Cycling Festival is over. 
See you next year!
A really great success for the 7th edition of Colnago Cycling Festival! This event has been over from few 
hours after three days of sport, show and activities for everyone, between the enthusiasm and the great 
participation of an entire territory. 

Friday 5th April has been dedicated to Randonnée: 600 cyclists rided their bicycles around the enchanting 
Garda Lake for 145k for the short route, and 200km for the long one. Saturday has been a really special 
day because of the Junior Bike! 

The Lakefront of Desenzano was animated and “coloured” by hundreds of baby bikers, that have ride 
their bikes through agility tests. In the evening the most spectacular moment of the entire Festival: a 
fireworks show that left everybody without words and enchanted. The perfect ending of these three days 
of fun has been the Queen of Colnago CF, the Granfondo Colnago: the race has made of this Sunday an 
amazing day, since the start. It was an incredible emotion to see the around five thousands of colored 
helmets along the lakefront, to see the athlets jumping on their pedals and starting to ride their bike. 
The seventh edition is over, and now we will start working for the new one, that we hope will be a can’t-
miss date with good cheer, natural beauties and the best values that sport can represent and teach.
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